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President’s message   2009 has been an “Event Full” year for TYP 356 Northeast. At our 
January Planning Session we penned 26 active events on our calendar stretching from 
January through November.  Included for 2009 were:  

Five Tech Sessions, all very well organized and promoted by our V.P. and Tech 
Chairman, Tom Gentz.  

Our traditional 3 day weekend tours started with an early May “Fall Do Over” in Saratoga 
Springs, NY to replace our rained out fall weekend of 2008.  Early in June we headed 
north to the Trapp Family Lodge in Stowe, VT for a truly exceptional and international 
356 weekend with Porsche owners joining us from Canada and South Africa.  Tourmeister 
Don Osborne put together the finest spring tour ever for our group. Our Fall Run to the 
White Mountain Hotel in North Conway, NH turned out to be a very relaxing fall foliage 
weekend among good Porsche friends. 

In June we held our 4th club swap meet, our largest ever. Eighteen tables of 356 Porsche 
parts were scrutinized, swapped and sold during a very active Saturday morning of 
hanging out with fellow 356ers.  

One day driving events are a major part of our 6-8 month driving season in the Northeast. 
Our 2009 drives stretched from April through late October. Significant drives included our 
Founder’s Day drive led by George Huff.  Len Cannizzaro organized an incredible Drive 
Your Porsche Day including a photo shoot, apple picking and a cruise in.  Eight 356ers 
headed for Bennington, VT to join a late summer Cruise In at Hemmings.  In October, 
Norm Brust put together a fall Cranberry Bog Harvest Drive …which I’m sorry we missed.   

Our traditional year end wrap up is the annual Holiday Party. This time we’ll meet at the 
Chateau in Norton, MA on Sunday January 10th from noon to 4:00 PM.  Len Cannizzaro 
has developed this year’s party and has pulled out all of the stops. It will be spectacular 
and at a much lower price than prior years.  Not signed up?  Check it out on our web site!  

Our annual planning session will be held at the Burlington, MA Town Library on Saturday, 
January 16 starting at 10:30 AM. If you have ideas for new and interesting club events for 
the new year, please join us in scheduling a new driving year for the most active 356 club 
in the United States.  

My two years at the wheel for TYP 356 ne is heading into the final turn. We’ve covered a 



lot of ground during the past 24 months and the club has grown during very challenging 
times.  I’m going to step back, but will continue to work with the board in organizing drives, 
and club tours.  You’ll possibly hear tales of the Collins 356 racking up the miles while 
taking in Registry Holidays (east or west coast) as we’ve done in the past. 

At our upcoming Holiday Party I’ll be passing the club’s driving gloves to our incoming 
President Tom Gentz.  A number of positions will be changing for 2010 and Tom will be 
introducing his new team at the party.  

The growth and continued success of this club has been a direct result of the time and 
effort spent by our all-volunteer board members and member at large, some of whom have 
stepped back during the past year. I would like to sincerely thank: 

      Larry Bingaman  Secretary and Member at Large 
      Dick Chiasson   Member at Large 
      Greg Graham   Member at Large 
      George Huff   Member at Large 
      Jim O’Hare   Member at Large 

All have contributed an inordinate amount of time in making TYP 356 Northeast a better 
club for all.  

Thanks for a great run for the past two years.   

Bill Collins  president 2008-09 

 

 Late VW-buys-Porsche gossip.  About a year ago the Porsche stock market play for VW 
hit the news and the NEws.  Since then the story has bounced around like the best of the 
’08-‘09 recession activity -- TARP and Madoff. Your editor was not exactly sure why a 356 
thread might arise – more likely sporty cars would be the halo for a financial company.   
 
Fast forward a year.  As the 10th division of VW, and now diluted by Middle-eastern 
financing, Porsche’s plans are likely being made in Wolfsburg.  So for the gossip:   
 
 Panamera – on the chopping block 
 Panamera based GT (new 928) – refocus the 4 door’s chassis 
 Cayenne -- on the chopping block 
 Rockster – mid-sized SUV’s are in 
 Carrera GT – gotta have a supercar, like cousins Lamborghini and Bugatti 
 
Last and not least: 
 Sharing a platform with the VW Concept Blue Sports and a Seat, a reborn 356-
001 – 4 cylinder, mid-engine car smaller than a Boxster. 
 
We’ll see. 
 
Ron Swenson 
 
 



 

Herb Chambers Porsche 
 

 

Bolton Orchards 
 

 Kimball Farm 

Len Cannizzaro organized the biggest and most diverse Drive Your Porsche Day yet, 
suitable for celebrating the late Ferry Porsche' 100th birthday. 
 
A busy schedule filled Sunday, September 20th.  The Day began we met at the newly 
constructed Burlington Herb Chambers’ Porsche dealership.  From 9:30 to 11:00 
members arrived, 356’s were staged coupes – cabs – Speedsters and Roadsters for  
pictures for the Registry Magazine  I’ll let Bob pick up the storey from there. 
 
In order to assure the best photographs possible, Len sought out a professional 
photographer. His search came to an end thanks to club member Robert McKittrick, who 
volunteered his daughter-in-law Natasha (Bultukhova) McKittrick, and kindly paid for her 
services to shoot the entire event for us.  Thank you!  
 
Herb Chambers Porsche was kind enough to allow us time to have a number of photos 
taken and generously opened their facility to our group serving coffee and conveniences to 
our members.  We thank Herb Chambers Porsche too.  
 
The next order of business was putting together a great drive to celebrate the day.  Len 
certainly met that challenge.  He found the most scenic Porsche roads he could find and 
led the group on a top notch drive up to Bolton, MA, where the group ate lunch at Bolton 
Orchards.  After lunch, we once again followed Len to a car show sponsored by the 
Littleton Rotary Club for the benefit of the Littleton Special Education Department.  The 
show was held at Kimball Farm in Westwood, MA, where members ate some of the best 
homemade ice cream I’ve ever tasted, and that’s saying a lot for an ice cream lover like 
myself. Another round of photos. 
 
All in all, this was one of the best events of the year and certainly one of the top DYPD 
we’ve ever had.  THANK YOU LEN for all of your hard work and your dedication to the 
TYP356ne!  
 
Scorecard:   
356's: 5 Speedsters, 4 Roadsters, 4 Cabriolets, 14 Coupes (27 356's)  
Other: 2 Repro Speedsters, 1 Roadster Repro, 2 912's, 2 911's (7 others)  
Total Cars: 34 
 
Bob DiCorpo 
 
 

www.whitemountainhotel.com 

Bill’s new roadster paint 

TYP 356 Northeast’s Fall Foliage Weekend on September 25th to 27th, 2009 was held at 
the White Mountain Hotel & Resort, Hale’s Location, in scenic North Conway, New 
Hampshire.  The Fall Tour weekend is a tradition begun in 2005 and already a popular 
and much anticipated event.  
 
The Fall Tour was planned as a casual and relaxed three day run through the White 
Mountains of New Hampshire with the company of good friends in vintage 356’s.  And that 
was exactly what this year’s fall tour turned out to be.  
 
Friday morning Tour-Masters, Bill and Connie Collins, handed out driving directions and 
the always popular “Wild Moose Chase” paper work and plastic bag which marked the 
start of a challenging two-day scavenger hunt. Participants took their time exploring the by-



 

 

 Mt. Washington and namesake resort in 
foreground 

 

ways and back roads of New Hampshire, stopping at points of interest along the way 
gathering answers to the Moose Chase questions or to collect the allusive 100 point moose 
sample.  
 
We all met for lunch at Harts Turkey Farm Restaurant in Meredith, NH and continued 
driving through the fall foliage to the White Mountain Hotel, for cocktails in the Presidents 
Suite and a fine sea food buffet in the main dining room.  
 
Saturday opened with breakfast, followed with a drivers meeting outlining the days options. 
A good number opted to drive their 356's along the mountain road to the top of Mt 
Washington (6288.175 FT).  Others drove a loop included lunch at the renown Mt. 
Washington Hotel, some drove to the top of Cathedral Ledge to watch climbers scaling its 
face. Still others took in Art Galleries in North Conway, hiked to Diana’s Bath water falls, or 
drove along the many colorful tree lined back roads.  
 
We all re-grouped at the White Mountain Hotel for dinner, and a spirited grading of 
individual Wild Moose Chase results. Highest score went to Jim and Jane Hannum (over 
300+ points out of 550).  
 
Sunday was the only wet day with dark clouds and rain following us home, but all in all 
everyone agreed this year was outstanding, with all planning to participate next year.  
 
Jim Hannum 
 
 

 
Event coordinator Norm Brust 

 
The featured crop 

 

TYP356ne Cranberry Harvest Festival  On Sunday, October 10th 2009 fifteen members, 
some accompanied and others not, met at the Raynham, MA Lowes parking lot to partake 
in one of the last scheduled drives for the year.  
 
The weather cooperated and even though it was quite cloudy, we had some moments of 
much appreciated sunshine.  The temperature was brisk but tolerable for those of us that 
chose to drive with the top down. Classic New England fall weather was the rule of the day. 
 
The drive was pleasantly paced, with “plenty of beautiful twisty, hilly back roads just made 
for 356 Porsche Pushin’”, as promised by the Drive Master, Norm Brust, lasting close to 2 
hours and for the most part all 15 cars were able to keep up. The drive took us thru very 
nice back roads with some very impressive New England landscapes in Raynham, 
Middleboro, Rochester and ended in Wareham.  The views were at times comparable to 
the classic views that New England in known for with the color of Fall.  
 
We arrived at the Annual Cranberry Harvest Festival at AS Marketplace in Wareham 
where we made a group entrance to a special parking that drew the attention of the festival 
attendees.  We all parked together on a small incline where immediately Festival attendees 
proceeded to admire our cars.  Plenty of pictures were taken of the cars while we chatted 
with some of the attendees and amongst ourselves.  There was plenty of food available to 
meet all of our pallets and the artisan’s goods were beautiful and impressive.  We strolled 
around the grounds for a couple of hours and we departed at different times.  
 
Norm and Janet did a great job in planning this drive. It all went like clockwork and without 
a hitch.  Thank you Norm and Janet!  



  
Ed Santana 
 
 

 The Collins & Wilde 356 Run to the Sedona, AZ, West Coast Holiday Oct 3-22, 2009 
 
Sid Wilde and I started planning our run to Sedona, Arizona for the West Coast Holiday   
two days after the Registry announcement.  After three previous coast-to-coast 356 
Holiday trips since 2004 we felt we had mastered the challenge of knocking off endless 
days in antique Porsches.  Well, sort of.  For 2009 Sid drove his completely restored 
Smyrna Green 1962 Karmann Notchback Coupe with A/C.  I took my recently purchased 
Ivory 1965 SC Cabriolet.  
 
Let’s head west!     
 
 Day 1 Windham and Alton Bay, NH – Toronto, ON, 615 Miles: 
Sid & I met on I-89 in Warner, NH at 5:00 AM on Saturday morning.  It was pitch black with 
nothing open so we headed north to Lebanon for breakfast at a truck stop.  Rolling again 
we crossed Vermont on Rte 4 through Woodstock and Rutland.  Reaching New York, we 
headed north along Lake Champlain and picked up the Northway towards Montreal.  In 
Plattsburg we aimed west along the U.S. side of the St.  Lawrence River.  We breezed 
through customs at Cornwall, ON with silver tongued Sid smiling for the border guards.  
Shortly after joining ON 401, the Trans Canada Highway, the weather broke loose with 
rain, wind and fog.  I quickly discovered that a full day spent with Rainer Cooney 
eliminating potential leaks in my SC Cab had been time very well spent.  About two hours 
east of Toronto my right wiper broke loose scraping back and forth across the windshield.  I 
quickly pulled over in heavy traffic with Sid on my tail.  As he climbed out of his Porsche, 
he shut the door with the engine running and the lights on.  But, the door was locked 
although not completely shut.  For a half hour we tried everything in my travel kit to 
squeeze past the front ¼  window and weather stripping…no go.  Next, I wandered into the 
bushes bordering the highway to cut a forked stick with my Leatherman.  It did the trick and 
we were running again.  We arrived at Connie’s brother’s house and enjoyed an 
exceptional Chinese meal at one of our favorite Toronto restaurants before crashing for the 
night. 
 
Issues: Rain, a loose wiper blade and a half locked door.  
 
 Day 2 Toronto, ON – Sault Ste. Marie, ON, 448 Miles: 
Toronto was fading in our rear view mirrors by 6:30 AM.  It was a great, although very wet, 
run through the Muskoka Lakes region of Ontario and then over the top of Lake Huron.  
Our Ho – Jo’s Motel in Sault Ste. Marie was dismal at best.  Yet, we enjoyed a good meal 
of Lake Superior Whitefish in town with a bottle of Chianti.  Then returned to our room to 
listen to pounding rain all night. 
 
Issues: Rain and more rain.  
 
 Day 3 Sault Ste. Marie, ON – Ely, MN, 620 Miles: 
With no breakfast available at the motel, we headed north at 3:45 AM along the Trans 
Canada Highway and over the top of Lake Superior… not one of our brighter decisions.  
The first 300 KM had zero restaurants and plenty of moose poop along the highway.  Every 



5 KM there was a sign stating “Moose Danger At Night”.  At about 5:30 AM Sid (in the lead) 
slid by a cow moose getting ready to cross the road.  We were very happy to see daylight 
and a Tim Horton’s for breakfast after nearly four hours of fog, constant rain and wandering 
moose.  Our US border crossing south of Thunder Bay was even simpler than coming into 
Canada and we headed for Ely, MN.  For years, I had wanted to see the Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area which is now a National Wilderness Park.  What we didn’t know was that the 
62 mile drive from the western shore of Lake Superior was one of the best Porsche roads 
either of us had ever enjoyed… and we rolled.  After about 55 miles of way-over-the-
speed-limit fun, we dropped back to a more moderate pace.  Cresting the next hill we came 
across flashing lights with a trooper writing a ticket.  After attacking some bothersome 356 
water leaks with dum-dum, we toasted our close call at the Ely Steak House later that 
evening.  During the night the rain subsided a bit. 
 
Issues: Rain and water leaks.  
 
 Day 4 Ely, MN-Bismarck, ND, 498 Miles: 
We enjoyed a logger’s breakfast in Ely before cutting diagonally southwest for North 
Dakota.  For the first 30 miles we held a false hope that the weather was behind us.  Then, 
it hit us broadside staying with us until mid afternoon as we approached Bismarck. 
 
Issues: None, just lousy weather.   
 
 Day 5 Bismarck, ND - Butte, MT, 661 Miles: 
On Hotel check in every night we casually mentioned to the desk clerk that other hotels 
had allowed us to park our antique Porsches under the entry portico for the night.  It 
worked every time and our Porsches stayed a bit drier.  We had left the Hampton Inn by 
4:15 with our breakfast bags (way too early for the freebee breakfast).  We knew this was 
going to be a long one as the driving rain and wind slammed us pulling away from the 
Hotel.  After four days of rain and wind, we both had taken on a bit of water, an 
understatement at best.  We had caught the early morning weather forecasts and knew we 
were heading into a real storm for day 5.  I was carrying sponges for the area below the 
front quarter radio grills while Sid had a constant task of wringing out micro fiber towels.  
His was a significant leak near his left rear quarter window and the water easily found and 
soaked into his year old wool carpeting.  By mid morning North Dakota was behind us and 
at a gas stop in Miles City, MT we watched an updated weather forecast of snow and ice in 
the mountain passes ahead.  So, naturally, we rolled west! Before we reached Billings we 
were driving in a mix of rain, slush and snow.   So we stopped at a Hampton Inn to check 
road conditions ahead with their Montana Hotels on our route.  Bozeman said no problem, 
but they didn’t know about a mountain pass we would have to top before reaching them.  
Missoula was all doom and gloom and said that three passes between us would be a 
serious mess.  We grabbed a free cup of coffee in the hotel lobby and headed west again.  
What does a desk clerk with a deep southern drawl know about weather anyway? 
Bozeman splattered under our floor pans without a hiccup.  Then we started climbing while 
the scenery turned white.  Pass #1 wasn’t bad when the semis didn’t nail us with slush.  
Pass #2 was a bit more challenging and the snow was growing.  We never did find pass #3 
and rolled into Missoula as the driving rain and wind took over once more. 
 
It was a three-drink dinner and we crashed for the night. 
 
Issues: Mother Nature.  



  
 Day 6 Missoula, MT - Walla Walla, WA, 438 Miles:  
We slept in a bit and enjoyed a second cuppa while rethinking our original route taking us 
through Glacier National Park and Kalispell, MT now covered with a foot of fresh snow.  To 
avoid the early winter weather, we opted for Route 12 running west from Missoula through 
Idaho’s Bitterroot Mountains and the Nez Perce Indian Reservation.  This 202 mile detour 
under brilliant blue skies turned out to be our #1 Porsche driving experience for the entire 
trip.  The twistys were incredible with mountain passes, craggy cliffs, rushing brooks and 
minimal traffic.  To add to the flavor, the road was in the process of being repaved in five 
mile sections (courtesy of our National Reinvestment a 
 
Act dollars).  Midway through the Bitterroots we stopped for an early lunch at a roadside 
café where Sid had a beef stew you could stand your spoon in while I had a ¼ acre of 
lemon meringue pie…don’t tell Connie.   Idaho’s Route 12 could be named the National 
356 Highway! In Sweetwater, Idaho on the Nez Perce Indian Reservation we pulled in for 
gas and, in restarting my engine, knew it had been a mistake.  The gas was water logged 
and I headed out on two cylinders, then three and back to two.  After three cans of dry gas 
the engine started to smooth out as we crossed into southeastern Washington for a 
complete change of scenery…grain fields and ranches.  It had been an exceptional day 
and our cars were starting to dry out.  Sid’s, however still smelled like old sweat socks. 
 
Issues: Bad gas in Idaho overshadowed by the white knuckle highway.  
 
 Day 7 Walla Walla, WA – Seattle, WA,  311 Miles: 
With a short run to Seattle ahead, we took time for breakfast, checked the oil and tires and 
gave our windows a much needed cleaning.  Washington is a state with an incredible 
variation in topography.  Leaving Walla Walla, we briefly touched an arid area with minimal 
vegetation, then started to climb.  As we rolled northwest on I-90, Mount Rainier kept 
peeking out of a light cloud cover.  The western approach to Seattle through Snoqualmie 
Pass was spectacular under a deep blue sky which Sid and I now had a newfound 
appreciation for.  We checked into our hotel near the Seattle Airport and emptied the cars 
for a thorough cleaning, then headed for Perry Lee’s personal hobby garage.  Perry, a 356 
Group Northwest member had offered his outstanding garage and driveway for our use in 
catching up on 356 maintenance before our wives arrived on Saturday.  As we worked on 
our cars, club members dropped by to check out the “nuts” that had driven from New 
Hampshire.  An old friend of Rainer Cooney’s and 356 Registry plank holder, Jim Shuh, 
dropped by later in the afternoon and invited us to his home shop for a look see.  I was 
completely blindsided with Jim’s display of restored parts, tool kits and accessories 
perfectly displayed in his garage at home.  As we sipped long necks, Sid and I just stared 
at hundreds of perfectly restored and precisely arranged rare 356 pieces.   As we gaped 
and talked, Jim’s wife, Jo, arrived with a tray of hors d’oeuvres.  While munching, my eyes 
fell on a trio of T-2 flawlessly restored directional light switch assemblies complete with 
new wiring harnesses and re chromed arms.  As I had a directional assembly requiring a 
rework on my Convertible D back in New Hampshire, I gladly aided in the greening of 
Washington by packing one of Jim’s carefully in my luggage.  After a great experience with 
the Shuhs’, Sid and I headed for the hotel to get squared away for the arrival of Hali and 
Connie. 
 
Issues: None, an incredible day!  
  



 
 Day 8 SEATAC Airport - Seattle, WA-Mount Rainier National Park, 173 Miles: 
We wandered down to the Hampton Inn’s breakfast area with clumps of reorganized 
luggage, tools and travel gear in time for a real breakfast… something new and different. 
 
As we were repacking our rides, Group 356 Northwest member Jed Gonou, called asking if 
we would like to wash a few thousand miles of bugs and grime off of our cars at his home 
just a couple of miles from the Airport.  Hell, yes! Our spotless Porsches were completed 
within a half hour of the girls’ noon arrival.  With only carry-on luggage, the four of us were 
heading north for Seattle’s Pike St.  Market a half hour after the plane touched down.  On 
an earlier trip, Connie and I had enjoyed the Market which is a massive Faneuil Hall with a 
definite North Western flair.  We wanted Sid and Hali to experience the “throwing of the 
fish” at the fish market.  After a couple of hours of wandering, munching and enjoying great 
weather at the market we retrieved our cars and headed towards Ashford, WA and the 
southwestern entrance to Mount Rainier National Park.  By late afternoon the clouds had 
moved in again and Mount Rainier was shrouded in clouds.  We had a quiet dinner and 
headed for our rooms. 
 
Issues: None, it was a very relaxed day with phenomenal scenery.   
 
 Day 9 Seattle, WA-Lincoln City, OR, 341 Miles: 
With the wives, our ”Ass-In-Seat” times were significantly delayed.  It was a bit after 8:30 
AM when we flashed our National Park Senior Passes (no charge) entering Mount Rainier 
National Park.  We climbed through heavy overcast breaking out under blue skies just 
below the Paradise Lodge Visitor Center, which had closed for the winter.  So much, for 
rest rooms! Yes, men do have an advantage… at times.  The run down through Paradise 
Valley and Stevens Canyon was exhilarating and well over any posted speed limits as we 
passed through protected groves of very old growth Douglas Fir and Sequoias.  In 
Packwood, under blue skies, we pulled in for a mid morning snack of humungous coffee 
rolls and iron man coffee.  Below Packwood we hit ranch country as we aimed for 
Longview, WA and the Columbia River.  Crossing the four mile bridge to Astoria, OR we 
caught our first glimpse of the Pacific Ocean and it was not placid.  Twenty five miles later 
in Cannon Beach, Hali spotted a quilter’s store and the Green Notchback did a quick u-
turn.  Our two-way squawked that they were going to check out the store and they would 
catch up later.  A bit south, as Connie and I had pulled over to watch an incredible surf 
crashing against the cliffs of Oregon’s northern coast, the Wildes joined us again.  Hali was 
holding a brochure for the “Pacific Coastal Highway’s Quilting Trail”.  There would be many 
stops ahead for them as we worked our way south.  As our day progressed, the off shore 
skies darkened with the towering black clouds of a massive storm building to our south.  
The occasional wet suited surfers had disappeared and the waves crashing against the 
shore grew in size.  Shortly after dark Connie and I arrived at our Best Western in Lincoln 
Beach, OR with Sid and Hali pulling in a bit later.  As the winds picked up we had a 
subdued dinner and headed for a good night’s sleep. 
 
Issues: None, an exceptional day of Washington’s Mt.  Rainier and a very angry 
Pacific coast.  
 
 Day 10 Lincoln City, OR – Eureka, CA, 336 Miles: 
This was to be our, long awaited, day in the redwoods.  Sid and I loaded our cars in the 
rain knowing that we were heading into a “One Hundred Year Storm” approaching the 



coast of Northern California.  With raingear at hand we headed south on Oregon’s Coastal 
Highway.  It would be a day of communicating car-to-car by telephone as Hali was working 
through pages of quilting shops and the mounting pile of fabric was rising to the ceiling 
behind Sid.  By the time we reached Coos Bay I felt like I had spent the past week camping 
in my old Army issue two man shelter / pup tent.  The drumming of the rain had lulled 
Connie to sleep and the Rain X had taken over the wiper’s duties.  By mid afternoon we 
crossed into northern California where we had planned on spending time among the tall 
trees.  Later we took an exit for the Prairie Creek Redwood State Park.  But, with pea soup 
fog at forty feet, we could only see the very fat and wet trunks of huge old trees.  At the 
Best Western that evening we spent quite a bit of time watching the updates on the 
Typhoon now approaching California’s Bay area, our next day’s destination.  
 
Issues: Nothing mechanical or electrical… just rain and fog!  
 
 Day 11 Eureka, CA – Tracy, CA, 320 Miles: 
At breakfast we decided to run the coastal highway south to a point where we could pick 
up a direct route east avoiding the 12 inches of rain bearing down on San Francisco.  The 
storm had a mid afternoon arrival at about the time we had planned to cross the Golden 
Gate Bridge.  Just south of Ft.  Bragg we joined CA route 20 East toward Clear Lake 
positioning us for I-5 and Sacramento.  We pushed, without stopping, through miles of 
vineyards on a mission to outrun the Typhoon.  North of Sacramento we hit I-5 south 
joining 5 lanes of bumper to bumper late afternoon traffic.  As we crawled along with the 
rain and wind trying to tear the roof from our car, we started to lose driving lanes from 5 to 
4 to 3 and then 2.  At one point I looked over at Connie with her raincoat on, a poncho on 
her lap and rain spraying under the lower right corner of the windshield gasket at her face.  
Her question ”and this is fun”? was well justified! After a half hour of creeping forward with 
a tandem semi next to us we discovered the hold up.  There was a foot deep river running 
across the road ahead of us.  And the California Highway Patrol was waving everyone 
through…GO! GO! Don’t Stop! The rig beside us accelerated causing a wake to hit us 
broadside as we headed into the water which was over our door bottoms and immediately 
flooded our Euro heater heat exchangers.  First, the windshield fogged up and then we 
started skipping and backfiring.  Luckily the water crossing was only about 50 yards wide 
and our third cylinder kicked in to pull us up a short incline.  In the rear view I could see the 
Notchback one lane over staying with us.  We had cancelled our reservations for Mountain 
View near San Jose and we now needed a room for the night.  Sid and Hali found a 
Hampton Inn with their GPS about 15 miles south where we pulled in under their portico.  
That evening we walked to a Mexican restaurant next to the hotel where a prominent sign 
above the table stated that the consumption of Mexican food could be hazardous to our 
health.  We washed the potentially lethal food down with bottles of wine and headed back 
to the hotel.  
 
Issues: None… whew! I don’t know of another antique sports car that could have 
taken the abuse our 356s had been given over the past 11 days and still be ready for 
more.  Thank you Ferry Porsche!   
 
 Day 12 Tracy, CA – Kingman, AZ, 595 Miles: 
No rain and an early start. It was our first chance to air-dry the cars with crystal blue skies 
and rising temperatures as we passed through California’s high desert country bordering 
Edwards Air Force Base.  Then, we headed across the Mojave Desert at a very steady 80 
mph.  By late afternoon we left I-40 in Kingman, Arizona for the night.  The gals were 



smiling and the cars were happy. 
 
Issues: Absolutely none!  
 
 Day 13 Kingman, AZ – Sedona AZ, 189 Miles: 
After checking the oil in our SC (less than ½ a quart since home) and scraping massive 
globs of yellow bugs from our windshields we loaded our luggage and accelerated east on 
I-40 for our shortest run of the trip.  Cruising at a bit under 85 we pulled into a rest area just 
west of Flagstaff for a water stop.  As Connie and I nosed into a parking slot, a woman 
started screaming and pointing at our Porsche.  “Your car is on fire”.  I jumped out to see 
smoke rolling out of the engine compartment.  Popping the engine lid I saw  the oil 
pressure switch had blown throwing oil everywhere… no fire.  We relaxed for a few 
minutes as the engine cooled, then I dug in my travel kit for a pressure switch and 27mm 
wrench.  As I fumbled disconnecting the remains of the old switch, Sid took over and the 
job was done in 5 minutes.  I added the remaining half a quart of oil and we were clicking 
off the miles towards Flagstaff.  We took the I-17 south ramp outside of Flagstaff and then 
Rte 89 for Oak Creek Canyon and Sedona.  For the first few miles we wound through 
pristine glades of conifers, then started a rapid and twisting descent into red rock country.  
Running downhill fast and well we met our first 356s since home (5 in a row) coming at us 
at about the same speed.  Getting close! Shortly after we pulled into the Paco Diablo Hotel 
lot, a group of thirty five 356s headed out on one of the Arizona Outlaws Javelina runs.  We 
would get our chance later.  It was time for an honest lunch in the company of many other 
356er as we awaited the preparation of our rooms.  Lingering while overlooking the Hotel’s 
golf course, the conversation at the table next to us turned to griping about the lack of 
trailer parking for their 356s at the hotel.  After well over 5,000 miles of driving, I wanted to 
ask if their 356s didn’t run.  Connie kicked me under the table, so I bit my tongue.  (The 
grumblers would be rewarded for their “whining” later).  There was no organized dinner for 
Thursday evening so we decided to forage in Sedona.  As we pulled away from our rooms 
a group of the “Outlaws” stopped us asking where we were going.  “Turn around, we’ve 
rented a house a hundred yards from here and have enough food and booze for a hundred 
people”.  Not knowing if they were packing six shooters to go with their black hats, we 
joined them for an outstanding evening of swapping Porsche tales while learning more 
about the Arizona Outlaws…an amazing group of incredibly casual and fun loving 356 
owner/drivers.   
 
Issues: A bad oil pressure switch under a flawless blue sky. 
 
 Day 14 Sedona, AZ –Prescott, AZ – Jerome, AZ – Sedona, 137 Miles: 
With a lightened Porsche (no luggage), Connie and I fell in line with 44 other Holiday 
participants with our top down and booted for the first time since home.  We were joining 
the Holiday’s Javelina 2 run to Prescott and Jerome AZ.  With no fanfare the convoy rolled 
precisely at 9:30 AM and we quickly learned that the route map needed to be handy at all 
times.  The Outlaws move! We joined I-17 south briefly, or at least long enough to see 
many shrinking Porsches ahead of us rocketing south.  After a short run on the interstate 
we headed west for Prescott, the original territorial capitol of Arizona.  Earlier we had made 
plans to join good friends Dick and Peggotty Christenssen in Prescott for lunch.  Years 
before we had traveled thousands of miles with them on numerous long distance vintage 
VW tours.  As we rolled past the Court House square, I spotted their 1955 Dannenhauer & 
Stauss, one of 6 known to exist, at the curb.  Their D&S was built on an early VW chassis 
with a Pre A 1500S Porsche drive train and brakes.  This incredibly rare piece of 



VW/Porsche history had placed first at Monterey three years back and now was employed 
as their “Ice Cream Car”.  We lingered over a memorable lunch in a restored territorial 
hotel, then wandered through a few of the craft shops of old Prescott before saying 
goodbye and heading for Jerome to catch up with the Outlaws.   The run up and over 
Mingus Mountain was a hoot.  At the pullouts 356s were scattered for photo ops or just 
enjoying the perfect day.  In the mountainside town of Jerome we stopped to wander 
through the upscale shops in the former ghost town, now revived as a funky tourist Mecca.  
Then, it was back to Sedona.  That evening we hooked up with Sid and Hali for an 
exceptional steak dinner in Sedona complete with candles, good wine and a guitar soloist 
ten feet from our table. 
 
Issues: No way!  
 
 Day 15 Sedona, AZ: 
The Peoples’ Choice WCH Concourse was laid out on the golf course the Paco Diablo 
Hotel wrapped partially around… a great concept for our wives.  They could enjoy the sun, 
go back to the room or linger on the patio overlooking the show field.  As the morning 
progressed, the mercury climbed.  Sid’s notchback was in the B closed class of 40 356s.  
So, the quick thinking Sid found a slot next to a footbridge that everyone had to walk 
across and scrawled “ICE COLD A/C” on his windshield.  There was a crowd around his 
notchback all day long… no moss under his feet.  I snagged a spot in the C Open class at 
the bottom of the steps leaving the hotel and unfolded the route map of our trek on the 
trunk rack… also good for conversation.   I spent a good part of the day checking out the 
202 displayed 356s.  Arizona has captured an amazing number of Pre A and A cars, many 
of them well crafted Outlaws.  That evening we made a beeline for a good table at the 
awards ceremony.  In the B Closed class, Sid nailed 2nd place against 40 competitors.  It 
could have been first except for that strange aroma of old sweat socks (just a casual 
observation).  Truthfully #2 against 39 other “Bs” with a fair number of them “Trailer 
Queens” was outstanding.  I placed 3rd in a half-vast crowd of 6 C Cabs…damned near in 
the middle of the pack, and was also awarded the “Iron Butt Award” for the longest 
distance driven to the show.  The most interesting awards of the evening, however, were 
the “Whining Swine” awards….  remember the guys bitching about the lack of trailer 
parking.  You guessed it! A great concept, and five were handed out.  
 
 
 Day 16 Sedona, AZ – Gallup, NM, 443 Miles: 
We kissed our wives goodbye as the Phoenix shuttle bus pulled into the Hotel.  Then, with 
many miles ahead of us… we made a beeline for the WCH swap meet with our flashlights.  
After wandering about for an hour of scanning clumps of parts emerging as the sun rose 
above Sedona’s red rocks, we headed for home under blue skies  
 
Bill Collins   
 
 

 52 members and their guests attended Meister's Customer Appreciation Day and Tech 
Session in New Hampshire today. 
  
Everyone endured the cold weather and the rain to drive to Meister's Restoration shop for 
an outstanding event.  My car thermometer said 44 degrees F when we left! 
  



But, inside, the information was hot and well presented by Rainer.  
  
Rainer began by announcing that he was accepting donations for The Jimmy Fund Walk in 
honor of the late TYP356ne Club member Joel Horvitz. Joel's son, Brian, is passionate 
about the Jimmy Fund and the difference it makes for the treatment of cancer at Dana 
Farber in Boston. 
  
Rainer presented information from gas heaters for Four Cams and 356's, to gauge repair, 
tonneau fastener repair, rear oil seals that leak, to a hot fire extinguisher demonstration. 
For all the questions and Rainer's answers, check the Tech Session On-line in this NEws. 
  
Jerry completed the event with well cooked German sausages and Cheryl Cooney 
contributed the sauerkraut and brownies.  Fabulous eating! 
  
Thanks to Rainer and Jerry for a great day!  We appreciate all you do for the club. 
  
Tom Gentz 
Technical Coordinator and Vice President 
   
 

 November was Election Month and time to vote for TYP356ne club officers for the 2010 - 
2011 term.  The Election Committee -- Bill Collins, Bob DiCorpo and Len Cannizzaro -- 
submitted the following slate of nominees: 
  

President:    Tom Gentz 
Vice President:    Ralph Hadley 
Treasurer:    Jerry Tulis 
Secretary:    Peter French 

  
The results will be announced at the Holiday Party and subsequently by email and are 
effective on February 1st. 
 
For the Election Committee, 
Len Cannizzaro, Chair 
 
 

 

Coughlin’s Pre-A 

Factory Five Racing Tech Session Saturday, November 7th 2009 
 
This was the last event on the calendar for 2009. Another great TYP356ne get together, it 
was organized by Bob DiCorpo and Dick Chiasson.  Dick led nearly twenty of us on 
another one of his spirited drives, which, by the way, he is know for within the TYP356ne 
organization. If he leads another drive in 2010 (which I hope he does) be sure to join in as 
you will be glad you did. 
 
Factory Five is best known for Cobra replica kits.  To that add a 32 Ford kit and a mid-
engined sports car.  With over vehicles 5,000 produced in ten years, there’s an interesting 
comparison with the early 356 days.  Maybe a latter-day Gmund sawmill, but in the 904 
era.   
 
Of course our events are not complete without food. Dick took us to one of his favorite 



Factory Five GTM 
 

neighborhood eateries, The Gateway Restaurant in Wareham, for a very nice lunch. 
 
Bill Sooter 
 
 

 The By-Laws were updated for the first time since January of 2000.  We appreciate the 
members who commented. 
 
The significant updates (other than grammatical corrections) were the change of the 
positions of “Members At Large” to “Directors At Large” and concurrently, changing the 
non-voting status of the  Members At Large at Board Meetings to the voting status of the 
Directors At Large.  The other change was the creation of the position 'Event Promoter' 
which was done to assist event hosts in promoting attendance their meet, if they so 
desired.  The newly updated Bylaws are now posted on the club website 
 
Len Cannizzaro, ad hoc chairman for By-Law review 
. 
 

 In Porsche History  

 
 
110-Years ago:  At Lohner, Ferdinand Porsche create electric racing cars with four wheel 
motors as well as a version with gasoline motors to charge the batteries    
 
60-Years ago:    Porsche moves to Zuffenhausen (from Gmund) to avoid heavy taxes from 
it's lucrative engineering services contract with VW 
 
30-Years ago:    Porsche begins its most dominant era at Lemans winning 9 of 11 races 
from ’79 thru ‘89 
 
 

 Events 
 

 

 The great events of our 2009 season are now memories (and images on the 
TYP356ne.org website).  Fortunately 2010 already has a nascent Calendar of Events for 
you to reserve some dates. 
 
 

The Events section is sponsored by: 

Mainely Custom by Design 
Dedicated to producing quality Porsche 
specialty products at reasonable prices.  Our 
products are designed to fulfill the needs of 

Drum Roll, Please!  I was going to send out the 12th Annual Holiday Party details a bit at 
a time to build interest and intrigue, but I'm so excited about the event that I'm now giving 
you the Full Monte.  This party will be An Offer You Can't Refuse!! 
  



the Porsche enthusiast, who take pride in their 
Porsche.  
  
Telephone: (207) 698-7646 
Fax: (207) 698-7706 
Email: sales@mainelycustombydesign.com 
www.mainelycustombydesign.com 
 

 

Wheel Balancer Adapter Ring - Our wide bolt 
pattern wheel adapter ring will easily bolt to 
any VW or Porsche wide bolt pattern wheel. 
This will allow you to mount your wheel to any 
type of tire balancing machine  

This year we have a new venue and new amenities.  The party will be held in the 160 seat 
Tuscany Room of the Chateau Restaurant on the shore of Lake Winnecunit in Norton, 
MA on Sunday, January 10th from Noon to 4 PM.  Holiday decorations will be up and you 
will enjoy the carpeted room, the bar and the wall of windows overlooking the lake. 
  
There are great menu choices and no need to select in advance -- just tell your Wait 
Person.  A cash bar will also be available for your visit throughout the party. 
  
OK so far?  Well, how about this!  We have engaged a trio of musicians of members of the 
Boston Pops for our listening and dancing pleasure!  With instruments of piano, 
saxophone and bass they will be performing from Noon to 4 PM.  Recall that I mentioned 
earlier to dig out your dancin' shoes and polish 'em up?  Well, we also have a dance floor.  
Plan to linger after dinner to dance and enjoy the music of these accomplished 
professionals -- along with a cordial, perhaps? 
  
What's the cost of all this you say?  Well, you get the holiday-decorated private room with 
lake views, seating at round tables, full bar, passed hors d'oeuvres, three course served 
meal and music & dancing with Boston Pops musicians -- with tax and gratuity included for 
the unbelievable price of $25 Per Person!  I'd call that an offer you can't refuse! 
 
If you haven’t yet let me know you're attending -- along with the number in your party.  And 
we are asking that you take this opportunity to add your 2010 club dues to your 
attendance check.  This will save considerable paper work fir everyone.  Dues remain 
unchanged at $30.  So, for a party of two, make out your check to TYP356ne for $50 + 
$30 -- $80 and mail to: 
 Allen Sisson  
 11 Spruce Way 
 Medfield, MA 02052 
  
The deadline to sign up for attendance -- and check receipt -- is January 2nd! 
  
Oh, yeah.  Suggested attire is 'smart casual', whatever that means -- perhaps sweater & 
slacks.  Personally, I'm planning to wear sports coat, no tie.  Any other questions -- let me 
know.  Otherwise, look forward to seeing everyone on January 10th for our biggest and 
best Holiday Party ever! 
  
TYP356ne 12th Annual Holiday Party, Sunday, Noon – 4:00,  January 10, 2010 
contact Len Cannizzaro lcannizzaro@typ356ne.org 
 
 

 On Saturday, January 2nd we will hold our annual Planning Meeting in the Burlington, 
Massachusetts Town Library starting at 10:30 AM.  The meeting usually lasts about an 
hour.  If you have ideas for new and different drives, possible tech sessions or tours, 
please join us in planning the new year for TYP 356 Northeast. 
 
Coffee and munchies will be provided. 
  
We will be meeting in the McIntire Room on the main floor to the right rear as you enter 
the library. 
         



        The Burlington Town Library 
        22 Sears St. 
        Burlington, MA 01803 
 
TYP356ne Planning Meeting 2010, Saturday, 10:30 AM, January 16, 2010 
contact Bill Collins  bcollins@typ356ne.org 
 
 

 
 

Reviews – books, sites, &c. 
 

 

http://derwhites356literature.com/ As seen at the Meister Tech Session and as included the Porsche 356-B T-5 Factory 
Accessories catalog: Additional Heater B2 Eberspacher ($126.20). 

 

The literature guru “der White” -- aka Charlie White lists Porsche Factory Accessories 
along with most 356 era literature. 
 
 

 Tech Session – on line  
 

 

Disclaimer: TYP356NE, or Tom Gentz has 
provided this tech session for education 

purposes only, and cannot be held 
responsible for any injury present or in the 

future or liability, due to the small time allotted 
for each member’s hands on experience and 
the introductory nature of this tech session 

Meister’s Tech Session Questions and Answers, October 24, 2009  
 

From Peter Venuti:  

One question I have is around a 1966 901 5 speed transaxle I have in my replica. My 
question is I occasionally have trouble getting into first gear I have fiddled with the shift 
coupler but still the problem persists. If he could recommend some troubleshooting steps to 
help isolate the problem that would be great.  

Rainer’s Answer: It is either the shift coupler that has lost its bushings, or the 
adjustment of the coupler on the transmission. Check out the shop manual on how 
to adjust the shifter. Neil Fennessey suggested to put the transmission in third gear 
to get everything to begin spinning, or just prior to stopping, slip the transmission 
into gear.  
 

From Craig Hess: 

1. How do you install the starter motor bushing into the transmission housing after 
you remove the worn one, while the engine and trans are in the car. All the online 



technical notes about this job tell you how to take out the old bushing, but not how 
to install the new one. (I recently did this, but it was a real pain, and it might be 
good info for other members, plus I'd like to hear how Rainer recommends doing it) 

Rainer’s Answer: There are two types of starter bushings. Bronze and steel. Chose 
the bronze bushing. Rainer suggests taking a 9/16” tap and threading it into the 
existing bushing and the threads on the tap will draw the bushing out. Be sure to 
use a tool to replace the bushing and not just tapping it in with a hammer. 

2. I have been leaking some oil from the rear main seal on my engine. I am planning 
to replace it this winter, so I would like to know what tools are needed and how 
best to get the old seal out and then install the new seal.  

Rainer’s Answer: Remove the flywheel, and use a small claw type “crowbar” 
remover tool on the seal. The flywheel should be smooth on the seal. Use an 
installer tool and some case sealant on the seal. Be sure to use a new flywheel bolt 
every time you reinstall the flywheel as they are only made to be torqued one time. 
Rainer purchases his from Brad Ripley. 

3. How often should wheel bearings be repacked or replaced? What tools are 
needed? What is the best grease to use? Are there any tricks or precautions to 
watch out for when doing the job? (i.e., What can you screw up if you do it wrong?) 

Rainer’s Answer: This only needs to be done every 20 or 30,000 miles. You can use 
Marine grease or wheel bearing grease. Rainer demonstrated how to “pack” a wheel 
bearing by placing a golf ball sized ball of wheel bearing grease in your palm and 
pushing the wheel bearing onto the grease. This was taught to Rainer by an old time 
mechanic. To check if a wheel bearing is troublesome, jack the car up and spin the 
wheel. If there is noise, or it wobbles, then fix the problem, if it is silent, you are all 
right. Be careful to use the rubber grommet on the side of the car with the 
speedometer cable that runs through the center of the spindle to keep water from 
coming into the wheel bearing.  

From Ralph Hadley: 

Also, what about a list of things members should/could with their cars; 

1. To put them away for winter.  

Rainer’s Answer: Pump the tires up a few pounds, or jack the car up and put it on 
jack stands, grease the car, change the oil, apply rubber protectant, turn off the fuel, 
plug the gas tank vent hose, run the carbs dry, someone in the audience suggested 
placing a block of wood underneath the wiper arms to keep the rubber from 
bending,  

2. Things we should look at while we are not driving them.  

Rainer’s Answer: Porsche movies. 

3. We also all have electrical problems with our cars. Some basics on how to check 
such as reading a meter, checking for ground, tracking down electrical stuff.  

Rainer’s Answer: Rainer guesses that because Ralph has gone through three 
generators in about a year, Ralph wants to know what happened. Rainer thinks that 
the Optima battery asks for more amps than a normal battery. Rainer suggest that 
you buy an Amp Clamp, or an electrical tool that has a loop that you can check the 
charging wire from the generator. Rainer said Jerry, Rainer’s partner purchased one 
from US Tool for about $114. It is accurate to .1 amp. You can also check Joe 
Leoni’s website for electrical information, but overcharging the battery will cause 



“lead to be thrown” which means the generator has overheated due to overcharging 
and the lead inside the armature has melted, causing the need for a new generator. 

Rainer also stated that replacing the headlights causes more amps to be drawn, so 
use the Amp Clamp to test your charging system with the headlights on. Rainer 
suggests only using the brights for a few seconds at a time to not throw lead. 
Additionally, you can use the LED circuit board rear lamp product as that will reduce 
your amps needed. Rainer likes a 12 volt conversion for brighter headlights, but 
expect to pay about $2,000 for a conversion.  

From Judy Hendrickson:  

How do you replace a tonneau fastener (body side) that has pulled out of the cabriolet 
body?  

Rainer’s Answer: For the fasteners that you can get to, simply run a 4 mm die over 
the clip and put a washer and nut on it. Anything more extensive will mean welding 
and drilling.  

From John Favaloro:  

Technical questions center around the steering box.  

1. What is occurring when turning the wheel instead of smooth turns, you get a clunk 
when the wheel turns. So questions around the steering box and how it works.  

Rainer’s Answer: Jack the front of the car up and have someone move the steering 
wheel back and forth. See how the tie rods, link pins and steering box work and 
where the problem stems from in the steering system. ZF steering boxes are more 
substantial than the VW ones. Sometimes the steering box gets a “flat” spot in the 
straight ahead operation mode and it might need to be replaced. But, sometimes all 
you need is a steering peg from Bill Brown on 356 Registry talk.  

2. Second question relates to the steering wheel and the horn mechanism. What 
would cause the horn to sound when the horn button or ring is NOT (Note “NOT” 
added by Rainer) depressed.  

Rainer’s Answer: Inside the center horn section is an $8 rubber gasket that is bad 
and is causing a completed circuit, so replace the gasket.  

From Norm Brust:  

1. Could he explain the technique he uses to bleed the brake light switch of the final 
bubble of air. Apparently it’s tricky to get all the air out.  

Rainer’s Answer: Rainer has not experienced this problem but the way he bleeds 
brakes is by positively charging the brake system with a Mity-Vac and pushing brake 
fluid through. Rainer recommends ATE Blue or Gold fluid, unless you are using 
Silicone fluid. Rainer also puts the rear wheels on jack stands and just raises the 
front wheels up off the ground with a board and a floor jack, so the car is on an 
angle “nose down.” Many times brake problems are caused by lack of use and they 
are fine if driven for a while with your foot riding the brakes to clean up the rust and 
debris from sitting. If the brake shoes are soaked with fluid, then they need to be 
replaced, and not just cleaned with brake clean.  

Rainer likes the original single versus the dual circuit system, just keep up to date 
parts new, like brake lines and fresh fluid.  

2. If I brought an instrument cluster could he demonstrate how he repairs the rivet at 
the bottom of the female black plastic bullet connector housing.  



Rainer’s Answer: Rainer showed the audience what breaks. Deep inside the bullet 
female part is a small rivet that breaks. Rainer drills the rivet out, and puts in a small 
nut and bolt, like you might find in a model railroad hobby store. Then he uses JB 
weld to hold the wire on the terminal as the wires are very thin.  

From Greg McManus:  

As a possible question for Rainer, after our fall North Conway trip and our Saturday 
adventure up and down mount Washington it occurred to me it may make sense to think 
about a front disc brake conversion for my “63” 356 ? Possible Rainer could expound on 
this conversion process easy, hard? Compatible with what required modifications? Still use 
the same wheels? Benefit worthwhile if only on the front wheels? Etc etc.  

Rainer’s Answer: Jim Hannun used Classic Speed’s kit for disks. They fit perfectly. 
Rainer cautioned that there are two different spindles so understand which one you 
have too. Rainer does not feel you need disk brakes however, and Rainer can get 
100,000 miles from a set of shoes. Rainer drives with the transmission braking the 
car, in other words.  

From Niece (via Tom Gentz):  

At the apple picking tour in MA, Niece’s car would not start after the drive to the orchard. 
Finally, after a half hour, it started. Then, at the car show, it did not start again, but after a 
half hour it restarted. What caused this, and how do you stop it?  

Rainer’s Answer: To check to see if the ignition coil is getting the proper power, run 
a jumper wire from the D+ terminal on the voltage regulator to the far right side of 
the coil, if that works then there is not the proper voltage coming into the coil. Joe 
Leoni’s information can be helpful here too.  

From Tom Gentz:  

Talk about using WD-40 inside the distributor and on the wires to displace moisture. Is 
there anything other than spraying it to displace water and wiping out the excess WD-40?  

Rainer’s Answer: Use a rain tray. (Editor’s Note: I checked Neil Fennessey’s 912 out, 
and he had a rain tray. I had never noticed one before.  

Other topics:  

Rainer discussed in detail how a gas heater worked in a Carrera or early 356. 
Rainer likes The Samba for gas heater parts.  

Rainer discussed the chrome bracket on your dash that controls the heat 
controls. There are up to four levers that can be on that bracket. That will tell 
you what your car came with from the factory.  

Chrome plating. Bob Williamson’s A coupe has 156 pieces of chrome. Rainer 
likes to bring a car back to “as new” condition. Rainer has the chrome plater 
laser etch the numbers in the chrome bezels for the bee hive rear tail lights, 
and makes all the sound deadening from scratch to match the factory look 
and feel. Rainer even makes the window crank escutcheon buy casting 
plastic in a silicone mold that he will make.  

Push rod tubes that leak: Rainer has boxes of used ones, but only uses new 
ones with the right seals to keep the tubes from leaking. One example from a 
motor was a bent tube that was used by another rebuilder and the push rod 
actually wore a hole in the tube.  

Rainer demonstrated a $14 fire extinguisher purchased from Home Depot called 



a Tundra. It did not leave a residue. Rainer stated that every car needs a fire 
extinguisher.  

Large black voltage regulators are better than the silver ones. Joe Leoni can set 
the regulator up for you.  

 
 

 Beating Back The Big Chill   In seasonal storage an ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure.  Lately, that equation has increased to maybe several pounds.  With 
gasoline becoming more fragile every year, and newly-compounded motor oils being less 
compatible with old cars, we have new reasons to protect our cars.  But first, let’s review all 
the possible hazards of automobile storage: 
 
Condensed moisture, exposure to salt-laden air, ultra-dry conditions, ultra wet conditions, 
lack of proper lubrication from newer motor oils, deterioration of stored gasoline, rodents, 
skim rusting of naked metal parts, battery acid leaks, dried out oil seals, industrial (or tree 
sap) fallout and UV deterioration from sunlight are some of the hazards. 
 
Sound daunting? Not really.  These demons can be tamed in less than an hour of 
prevention before putting your car away, and at low cost. 
 
Our vintage car customers often called in spring needing a tow because of starting 
problems.  Here’s how to prevent these and other problems with your stored cars: 
If your car will be out of use for more than two months, change the oil and do a chassis 
lubrication, fill it with fresh gas (preferably with no ethanol), add fuel stabilizer, pump up the 
tires, hook up a battery trickle-charger, nourish the leather and vinyl, drive it until it’s hot, 
and switch it off.  Don’t re-start it until you intend to go for a drive. 
 
Here’s the fix list: 
Moisture:  Any empty space in a fuel tank is a cavity for moisture-laden air to condense 
into water.  That water runs down the sides of the tank, and settles in the bottom.  This 
causes rust, and may mix with gas to make the car run poorly in the next use.  Excessive 
humidity in the storage area can also cause mildew on fabrics, and skim corrosion on bare 
parts such as brake drums and fasteners.  Generally speaking too much humidity is 
anything above 65%. 
 
Most fuel stabilizers also “dry out” water from the fuel.  Naked metal parts which are easy 
to reach can be treated with a squirt of protectant such as LPS3 or whatever your marine 
store carries.  Get two humidity gauges and average the readings to be assured that the 
moisture level is OK in your garage.  If not, it can be remedied with humidifiers or de-
humidifiers, or air conditioners or heaters.  If you live in a cold climate, a little bit of heat in 
your garage does a lot of good.  Cars don’t need to be warm; they just need to be dry.  I 
keep my garage heater set at 45 degrees in winter, which keeps it dry.  If you fire up your 
car to move it a few feet then shut it down, water will lie in the exhaust system for the rest 
of the winter. 
 
In exceptionally dry atmospheres, such as in the desert states, leather and vinyl can get 
brittle, so it’s a good idea to treat these materials.  There are expensive leather oils and 
very expensive ones.  Use the latter. 
 
Covers:   Car covers that breathe are best for indoor storage.  I don’t use covers indoors 



at all, unless the car would be exposed to direct sunlight or paint overspray.  I enjoy looking 
at the cars all winter. 
 
Fuels:   Twenty-five years ago, stored gasoline would last two years before becoming 
unstable and thickening enough to harm carburetors.  Now, its three months from the time 
it leaves the ground.  The recent addition of ethanol to gasoline  degrades rubber and 
some plastic parts in the fuel systems of older cars.  Gasoline suppliers say that E10 or 
10% ethanol is OK, but it’s too early to tell.  The best precaution is to change fuel filters 
seasonally, or use a see-though filter you can monitor.  If you see little chunks of rubber (or 
anything else) you’ll know what your carburetors are drinking.  Fuel stabilizers are available 
at most hardware stores and marine stores.  Stabil (blue) and Star-Tron are the two 
brands I have used with success.  Read the labels.  Some will claim to be upgraded for use 
with ethanol fuels.  Consider using stabilizers in all your less-used cars, all the time.  For 
long storage, most experts now advise draining the fuel from the tank, then running the 
engine until it stalls.  Put a rag in the tailpipe to discourage rodents. 
 
Motor oils:   Much has been written in the motoring press lately about the new oils not 
having enough zinc to lubricate our old cars.  Apparently zinc is not compatible with 
catalytic converters.  I use any oil made for diesel engines, any oil with an API service 
rating of “SL”, or any oil labeled for old cars. 
 
Batteries:   If your car uses a conventional lead-acid battery, it can be disconnected and 
stored in a warm place.  If a discharged battery goes below freezing, it becomes useless.  
Easier yet, hook it up to a miniature trickle charger (battery tender), and leave in the car. 
 
Wildlife:   Mothballs are effective deterrents to mice and squirrels.  There are electronic 
devices which emit a high frequency to discourage rodents, too.  Not only do rodents like to 
nest in old cars, but some love to gnaw on wiring insulation. 
 
Mid-winter:   I try to find a nice day in mid-winter when the salt has been washed off the 
roads by a recent rain, and take the cars for a drive.  If put away hot and dry, your car will 
benefit from this winter break.  The fluids will all circulate, and mechanical parts will be re-
coated with their respective lubricants. 
 
Alex Dearborn 
 
 

 Credit New York Times, July 22, 2009, John S. Barry, Main Force Behind WD-40, Dies 
at 84, by DOUGLAS MARTIN for the following: 
 
“John S. Barry, an executive who masterminded the spread of WD-40, the petroleum-
based lubricant and protectant created for the space program, into millions of American 
households, died on July 3 in the La Jolla neighborhood of San Diego. He was 84. 
 
‘The cause was pulmonary fibrosis, a lung disease, said Garry Ridge, president and chief 
executive of the WD- 40 Company. 
 
“The company says surveys show that WD-40, the slippery stuff in the blue and yellow 
aerosol can, can be found in as many as 80 percent of American homes and that it has at 
least 2,000 uses, most discovered by users themselves. These include silencing squeaky 



hinges, removing road tar from automobiles and protecting tools from rust. 
 
“Mr. Barry was not part of the Rocket Chemical Company in 1953, when its staff of three 
set out to develop a line of rust-prevention solvents and degreasers for the aerospace 
industry in a small lab in San Diego. It took them 40 attempts to work out the water 
displacement formula. The name WD-40 stands for “water displacement, formulation 
successful in 40th attempt.”  Convair, a unit of General Dynamics, first used WD-40 to 
protect the outer skin of the Atlas missile from rust and corrosion. The product worked so 
well that employees sneaked WD-40 cans out of the plant to use at home. Norm Larsen, 
the Rocket Chemical technician who invented WD-40, soon came up with the idea of 
selling it to the general public. 
 
“WD-40 hit store shelves in San Diego in 1958. In 1961, employees came in on a Saturday 
to produce the first truckload shipment to meet disaster needs of victims of Hurricane Carla 
on the Gulf Coast. WD-40 was used to recondition flood-damaged vehicles. 
 
“Sales continued to increase, but it was the arrival of Mr. Barry as president and chief 
executive in 1969 that jolted the company to dominance in its unusual niche market. He 
immediately changed the name of Rocket Chemical to the WD-40 Company, on the 
indisputable theory that it did not make rockets. 
 
“Mr. Barry was fiercely dedicated to protecting the secret formula of WD-40, not to mention 
its trademarks and distinctive container. The company never patented WD-40, in order to 
avoid having to disclose the ingredients publicly. Its name became synonymous with the 
product, like Kleenex. 
 
“Mr. Barry acknowledged in interviews with Forbes magazine in 1980 and 1988 that other 
companies, including giants like 3M and DuPont, made products that closely resembled 
WD-40. 
 
“What they don’t have,” he said, “is the name.” 
 
“Mr. Barry brought marketing coherence and discipline to the company. He spruced up the 
packaging and increased the advertising budget, but most of all he pushed for distribution. 
He emphasized free samples, including the 10,000 the company sent every month to 
soldiers in the Vietnam War to keep their weapons dry. 
 
‘Within a little more than a decade, Mr. Barry was selling to 14,000 wholesalers, up from 
1,200 when he started. He kept tight control of the product. When Sears wanted to 
package WD-40 under its own label, Mr. Barry said no. When another big chain wanted the 
sort of price concessions to which it was accustomed, he refused. 
 
‘He pushed to get WD-40 into supermarkets, where people buy on impulse. He also began 
an aggressive effort to sell WD-40 in foreign countries. “We may appear to be a 
manufacturing company,” Mr. Barry said to Forbes, “but in fact we are a marketing 
company.” 
 
‘Under Mr. Barry’s leadership, annual sales increased from $2 million in 1970 to $91 million 
in 1990. WD-40reported sales of $317 million in 160 countries in its most recent fiscal year. 
John Steven Barry was born in Minneapolis on Aug. 31, 1924. He earned a degree in 



mechanical engineering from the University of Minnesota, then enlisted the United States 
Navy in a program for officer candidates, under which he studied at Harvard and Columbia. 
 
‘He then earned a master’s degree in business from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and went to work for 3M. He was soon recalled by the Navy to serve in the 
Korean War.  He returned to 3M and worked for it and other companies until he succeeded 
his father-in-law, Cy Irving, as president of what would soon become the WD-40 Company. 
After resigning the company presidency, Mr. Barry stayed on as chairman until 2000. 
Mr. Barry is survived by his wife of 56 years, the former Marian Irving; his sons, Randy and 
Steve; his daughter, Deborah Faneros; and four grandchildren. 
 
‘People’s enthusiasm for sending in ideas for using WD-40 mushroomed under Mr. Barry. 
The uses included preventing squirrels from climbing into a birdhouse; lubricating tuba 
valves; cleaning ostrich eggs for craft purposes; and freeing a tongue stuck to cold metal. 
A bus driver in Asia used WD-40 to remove a python that had coiled itself around the 
undercarriage of his bus.” 
 
 

 More the above topic: 
  
The debut of the TYP356ne Travel Kit* was in '02 (maybe '03).  Jim Stein assembled the 
parts (from then Grishman’s Foreign Intrigue) and put them in a nice yellow plastic tool 
box.  He brought it to that years August "Vintage Celebration" at Louden, stinking hot I 
recall.  Peter Crawford, as a dutiful president - expected at every event, put it on his folded 
rear seats. 
  
After a few hours getting sunburned we returned to the cars.  Peter found a mess in the 
back as if a squirrel had opened the plastic box and flung half the stuff around the cockpit, 
then did some acrobatic peeing on the inside of the rear windows. 
 
The TTK's can of WD-40 had exploded. 
 
Ron Swenson 
 
* TYP356ne has a kit of parts to assist members should they suffer a parts failure at a club 
driving event, e.g. distributor cap, clutch cable, plug wires and much more.  Just because 
the TTK is along for the ride doesn’t mean you shouldn’t travel with you own fan belt, 
points/rotor/condenser, pulley halves, fuses plus your favorite mechanic’s phone number.  
(And anything you might need for you replica or 900 series car that isn’t in a 356.)   
 
 

 Members 
 

 

 A New England region 356 club held its formative meeting in November of 1998, 
prompted by earlier ad hoc events.  The name Typ 356 Northeast was selected at that 
first “club” gathering.  While it took a time to work through By-Laws, the important business 
of drives, holidays and shop tours and shortly tech sessions, began promptly the following 
spring.  The short club year - 1998 accounts for a small membership.  356 fans joining 
quickly grew in number and continue to this day, to a current 170 members. 
 



2009 members  170 
2008 members  164 
2007 members  147 
2006 members  150 
2005 members  132 
2004 members  130 
2003 members  125 
2002 members  113 
2001 members  101 
2000 members  93 
1999 members  75 
1998 members  22 
 
Beyond 170, another hundred-plus passed through the group. 
 
Ron Swenson, membership chairman 
 
 

 Annual club membership dues remain unchanged, but critical to the operation of your 
club.  Thirty dollars is due on January 1st and late on February 1st.  There’s no time like 
the present to keep our club going strong by sending in your check.  Unless, of course 
you’ll be attending the 12th annual Holiday Party – in which case your dues and your 
dinner can be paid with one check – in advance or at the door. You can combine your $30 
dues and the Party cost $25 pp. 

2010’s active season is in the planning stages and won’t be far behind the party.  That’s 
when our new Officers will grab the wheel, including a new Membership Chairman: Allen 
Sisson. 

Checks are still payable to TYP 356 Northeast and but now sent to: Allen Sisson, 11 
Spruce Way, Medfield, Massachusetts  02052.  (If needed adjust your BillPay.)  If you’re 
not joining us for the party dues remain $30.00.  As always, please forward any email, 
address, cell phone or other changes so all club info get’s to you!    

Ron Swenson and Allen Sisson, membership 
 
 

 An open letter to our webmasters: 

Colin and Loosey;  Your help has been an outstanding contribution the TYP356ne, 
especially to those of us on the firing-line!  The internet is clearly responsible for 70% of 
our members, 80% of our national recognition, 95% of the convenience of organizing 
events, ergo just about everything but oil changes and steering.  We’d be a very different 
organization with this interaction.   

Not that our web-coordinators, event coordinators, board, etc. don’t all contribute mightily 
but it’s all hung on a framework crafted by you both and Brian Horvitz before that!.  At this 
benchmark I have to reiterate our and my sincere thanks.   



Ron Swenson 

 
 New Members: 

 
Ed Horniak - Littleton, Massachusetts   1979 / 928 
Robert Carpenter - Rowley, Massachusetts   1958 / 356 A, coupe; 1974 / 911, Carrera  
Alfred Hanmer - Sherborn, Massachusetts  
Kim Saal - Watertown, Massachusetts   1958 / 356A sunroof coupe, 1989 / 911 Speedster
 2004 / Cayenne Turbo 2005 / 911 C4S cabriolet 
John Venetis - Long Island City, NY   1959 / 356 Conv D, replica  
Peter Venuti - Beverly, Massachusetts   1959, 356 A, convertible D, replica  
Craig Bush - Mystic, Connecticut   1956, 356 A, Speedster   
Vince Pillari - Worcester, Massachusetts 1963 / 356 B, coupe 
 
 

 For Sale / Wanted 
 

 

TYP 356 Northeast is not responsible for 
omissions, errors, misrepresentations, payment or 

anything else to do with these  
classified advertisements. 

 
Caveat Emptor -- If only to stay in practice. 

 
Occasionally For Sale / Wanted items are 

included from TYP 356 Northeast’s members@ e-
mails.  Please let us know if they are no longer 

current. 
 
Ads run three times unless renewed or removal is 

requested. 

For Sale:   I have owned my ’57 Coupe for forty years now, drove the car only until 1974 
and it has been off the road ever since. It only has 63,000 original miles on it and has 
always been garaged and was never driven in the New England Winters.  Everything about 
the car is original and it has never been involved in an accident or had any body work done 
on it.  I built up the engine with everything new from 1750 Big Bore, heads, exhaust system 
and 40 IDC Webers.  The Engine is still out of the car and the body needs a good paint job. 
Of course being off the road the car needs a thorough going over, but it is really a cherry in 
the rough. Lindsay Carroll  PO Box 633, Exeter NH 03855   lincar279@comcast.net  
v11n4  
 
For Sale:  '61 356-B  coupe T-5 good driver plus an extra set of wheels, not used much in 
the last few years, many recent mechanical repairs by George Nelson at G. N. 
Engineering.  Not a show car, but fun to drive and "on the road."  I purchased this car from 
Joel Horvitz in 1980 and have enjoyed it for all these years.  Garaged in Charlestown, Ma.   
Bob Harvey  arnitabob@aol.com  617-794-8447  v11n4 
 
For Sale:  It is time to sell my '63 Super 90.  It’s a nice little car, definitely not a show car, 
but in pretty good shape.  It always starts right up and is a lot of fun to drive.  Some paint 
bubbles, but no rust that I know of.  Still a 6 volt, original engine with matching numbers, 
disc brake conversion, so it really stops!  Very fast and powerful engine built by Skirmants, 
I believe, less that 10,000 miles ago although a number of years old.  The radio works, 
although they were never very good.  The original Solex carbs are still working well.  I have 
most of the documentation for work done on the car since the mid 70's. Give me a call and 
we can talk. I live in Barnstable Village on the Cape  Les Hemmila   bs.farms@verizon.net   
508-280-4125  v11n4 
 
For Sale:  Hate to do this but, I MUST sell my 356 Coupe. I am asking $22,000 B.O.   
Ruby red / black interior, #'s matching, Was a one family car that started in California with 
the oldest brother. The next brother got it when the Estate was settled & then finally the 
third brother got it from him. California to Mass. (lots of garage time) then to NH (Again, 
occasional use). Then I bought it 3 years ago up near North Conway. It has 47,000 original 
miles, at the time I bought it the owner said the mileage was correct. The car was repainted 



years ago, looks presentable but def. needs paint. Has little scratches & a few small dents 
here and there but, otherwise the car is solid. No, rot on the floors, or longitudinals. Car is 
currently on the road and driven once in a while. Can be enjoyed as is or restored to 
showroom cond. Tires are new, new King pins & link pins. I live on the MA/NH border just 
off of I-95.   Paul Michaud  rigid1200@yahoo.com  v11n4 
 
Wanted:  I am looking for a set of seat hinges for a 1964 or 65 cabriolet.  I need the 
complete hinge including the round bar that connects the hinges.  This is for a fellow 
member who is restoring his car.  Ralph Hadley rlsammax@verizon.net   v11n4 
 
Wanted:  I am on the hunt for a 911 or 912.  The years I’m focusing on is 69 through 73 
but will not ignore a 68.  I am not looking for a trailer queen or something that needs a 
major restoration.  A good driver that has not been Frankenstein’d  into something not 
resembling a 911 from that period.  Ronald Bargantine ron@realtimeone.com   v11n4 
 
 

 Sponsors 
 

 

 

603.776.3561 
phone / fax 

Meister Restorations 
Route 28, North Barnstead, New 
Hampshire   03218 
Rainer Cooney 

617.333.0275 
ggn356@comcast.net 

 

G.  N.  Engineering 
1238 Canton Avenue, Milton, 
Massachusetts  02186 
George Nelson 
 

978.777.3077 
stuttgartne@comcast.net 

Stuttgart Northeast, Inc. 
507 Maple Street, Route 62 
Danvers, Massachusetts  01923 
Jim Mallette 

 

www.mainelycustombydesign.com Mainely Custom by Design, Inc.  
Telephone: (207) 698-7646 
Fax: (207) 698-7706 
Email: 
sales@mainelycustombydesign.com 
Bob Futterrer 
 

 

automotiveresearch@gmail.com Automotive Research & Certification 
34 Rogers Rd., Haverhill, MA 01835 
978-373-7062 
Robert McEvoy 
 

Automotive Research & Certification, 25 years 
experience servicing European automobiles. 
Experienced in all aspects of 356 repair from 
routine service through engine and transaxle 
rebuilding. 
 
Located just off 495 
 

http://www.stoddard.com/parts.shtml Stoddard Imported Cars 
Parts Shop 
38845 Mentor Ave.  

 



 

 

Willoughby, Ohio 44094 USA 
800-342-1414 / 440-951-1040 


